Low Lift
High Lift
Grouting

**Low Lift Grouting Procedure**
(No Clean out holes required)

Grout each course as units are laid or grout in lifts not to exceed 6
inches. Grout up the face of the first six rows of units
up to the same level behind each row. Do not grout to
the level of the previous course of units. Puddle all
grout after pouring.

**Minimum Height of Grout Pour**

1 1/4" =

Puddle all grout after pouring.

**High Lift Grouting Procedure**
(Clean out holes are required)

Provide vertical grout dam every 25' maximum

**SECTION AA**

Wall Tie - 2 1/8" 24" O.C.
Wall Tie - 2 1/4" 12" O.C.
Wall Tie - 2 1/4" 6" O.C.

Clean out hole. Leave out every other brick. Seal prior to grouting,
but after inspection.

Alternate clean out
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